Vegetative growth and fruit set of olive (Olea europaea L. cv. ‘Zard’) in response to some soil and plant factors
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Abstract

This experiment was conducted to explore the reasons of difference between ‘Zard’ olive orchard with the poor vegetative growth rate and fruit set and orchard with suitable vegetative growth rate and fruit set in relation to some soil and plant factors during two seasons. Note that assumptions were based on the overall canopy greenness of the olive trees, so experimental orchards in which the planted trees showed optimum leaf greenness were considered good situations for optimum vegetative growth and productivity. Remote sensing technologies based on normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) were employed on olive orchards, and two orchards meeting the criteria of highest amount of greenness and lowest amount of greenness were selected. Length of current-year shoot (LCYS) and fruit set were considered indicators of tree vegetative growth and productivity, respectively. Results clearly indicated a significant difference between the two selected orchards in terms of canopy volume (CV), leaf nitrogen content (N), leaf potassium content (K), silt, sand, Sodium adsorption rate (SAR), available phosphorous (P) variables. A stepwise regression method was used to evaluate the effects of soil and plant variables on fruit set and LCYS. According to the obtained results, the main reasons for differences between two orchards in fruit set and vegetative growth was N and K deficiencies, soil salinity, and a high percentage of silt in the soil.
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Introduction

Remote sensing is becoming an important technology for the administrative follow-up of cropping systems. Several studies on remote sensing have focused on tree orchards such as olive groves. Pena-Barragan et al. (2004) developed a methodology to
determine vegetation cover in olive groves using aerial images taken at diverse times of the year and using several vegetation indexes. Gomez-Casero et al. (2007) assessed nitrogen and potassium deficiencies in olive orchards through discriminant analysis of hyperspectral data.

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is an equation of contrasting reflectance between the red and near-infrared regions of a surface spectrum (Rouse et al., 1974). This equation is a readily usable quantity that can be related to the green vegetation cover or vegetation abundance and is expressed by: $\text{NDVI} = \frac{(\text{RNIR} - \text{RRED})}{(\text{RNIR} + \text{RRED})}$, where RNIR is the near-infrared (NIR) reflectance and RRED is the red reflectance. NDVI is related to the photosynthetic activity of green vegetation. A high NDVI indicates a strong level of photosynthetic activity (Rouse et al., 1974).

Plant growth and fruit production are all expected to be influenced by levels of available nutrients and soil properties.

Flowering and fruit set are the main processes influencing the productivity of fruit trees and are especially important for the olive, in which there is a clearly accurate relationship between vegetative and reproductive growth (Lavee, 2006). At full bloom, some 500,000 flowers are present on a mature olive tree. Commercial yield is achieved if 1% or 2% of those flowers remain as developing fruit (Martin et al., 2005).

Macronutrient mineral status influences the productive stages of olive growth, including flowering and fruit set, directly or indirectly, through its effects on other physiological processes (Fabbri and Benelli, 2000). Indeed, most studies have indicated a positive response of olive productivity to increased mineral status (Ben Rouina et al., 2002). It has been reported that olive leaves and stems represent storage organs for Nitrogen (N) and release it in response to the metabolic demands of developing reproductive and vegetative organs (Fernandez-Escobar et al., 2004). In addition, fruit set, yield, and shoot growth are negatively influenced by N deficiency (Freeman et al., 2005). In Italy, it was also reported that N fertilization increased fruit set in olive trees (Cimato et al., 1990). Nitrogen was found to increase the proportion of hermaphrodite flowers, and N concentration of less than 1 % in the leaves led to the formation of staminate flowers, thereby decreasing fruit set formation potential. Moreover, N deficiency reduces the number of flowers (Therios, 2006). A correlation between a reduction in leaf N and a reduced number of flowers per inflorescence was also reported by Chatzissavvidis et al. (2004).

Potassium (K) fertilization is essential for olive orchards, particularly because more than 60% of the plant’s K is located in the fruit and is removed annually with its harvest. An application of a large quantity of fertilizer containing K on soil was shown to be responsible for major yield increases in olive orchards that had previously been seriously K deficient (Lopez Villalta, 1996).

It is generally well established that saline conditions limit the vegetative and reproductive development of olives mainly as a result of interference with the osmotic balance in the root system zone and detrimental effects caused by specific toxic accumulation of chloride and sodium ions in the leaves (Bongi and Loreto, 1989; Tattini, 1994). According to a study by Bernstein (1965), olive growth is reduced by only 10% when the electrical conductivity of the soil saturation extract (ECe) is 4–6 dS m⁻¹. This value
can be as high as 6–8 dS/m in soil with a high calcium status. All data published on olives shows that plant growth, (i.e. shoot length, total leaf area, dry weight, root length, and rooting ability) is inhibited by moderate and high levels of salinity (Bartolini et al., 1991; Tattini et al., 1995; Marin et al., 1995; Chartzoulakis et al., 2002, 2005). Furthermore, salinity reduces the number of perfect flowers per inflorescence and the viability and germinability of the pollen and fruit set in olive trees (Cresti et al., 1994).

The objective of this study was to explore the reasons of difference between the ‘Zard’ olive orchard with the poor vegetative growth rate and fruit set and the olive orchard with optimum vegetative growth and fruit set in relation to some soil and plant factors.

Materials and Methods

Experimental Site and Orchard Management

This research was carried out in two irrigated olive (Olea europaea L.) orchards of cv. ‘Zard’ (7 m×7 m, 204 tree ha⁻¹, 14 years old) located in the Tarom region of Zanjan Province, Iran (between 48° 56′ and 50° 5′ E; and 36° 47′ and 37° 36′ N) during two seasons: 2010/2011 and 2011/2012. The long-term mean annual minimum and maximum temperatures are 11.2 °C and 23.2 °C, respectively. Mean relative humidity is 62%, and mean annual rainfall is 258 mm for a 30 years period.

The cultural practices were the standard for commercial orchards in the region. ‘Zard’ trees were irrigated by dripping system.

Remote sensing processing

Note that assumptions were based on overall olive plant canopy greenness, so experimental orchards in which the planted trees showed optimum leaf greenness were considered good situations for optimum growth and productivity. Remote sensing technologies were employed on the olive orchards to determine which orchard had the highest amount of canopy greenness and which had the lowest amount of canopy greenness. ALOS-AVINIR-2 image was used in this experiment. Six olive orchards (A-F) existing in a compacted parcel of olive orchards based on NDVI were graded. Image classification was carried out using ENVI software. Based on satellite image classification, the two olive orchards with the highest and lowest amounts of leaf greenness were selected for study. The first one was characterized by optimal vegetative growth and higher productivity than the second orchard which had a lower vegetative growth rate resulting in low fruit production.

Field measurements and sampling

Data was taken from 5 sites in the first orchard and 8 sites in the second orchard. A total of 117 sampling points were identified in 13 sites. A 98 m×98 m grid pattern was established, and each intersection point (node) represented a sampling point. The position of each node was geo-referenced using a commercial GPS (Garmin Oregon 300, 2 m resolution).

Soil and plant factors that might affect normal vegetative growth and productivity were considered. Indicators of trunk cross-sectional area (TCSA) and length of current-year shoot (LCYS) were considered tree optimum vegetative growth and fruit set was
considered tree productivity potential. Canopy volume (CV) was also measured and considered an important factor.

Measurements of current-year shoot length were taken on four samples per tree and reported in cm. The trunk diameter, d (cm), was recorded at 10 cm above soil surface and converted to TCSA using the following equation: Trunk cross-section in cm² = 3.1416 * (d² - 1²).

The mean canopy diameter D (m) = (D₁ + D₂) / 2, with D₁ and D₂ being diameters taken intra-row and inter-row, were determined using the following equation (Khabou et al., 2009): Canopy volume in m³ = 0.5236 * H * (D²).

Flowers on four individual shoots per tree were counted during the flowering period and the shoots were tagged. These shoots, containing hermaphrodite and staminate flowers, were used to measure fruit set on 20 May 2011 and 2012. Results are presented as the percentage of flowers resulting in viable fruit.

**Leaf and soil analysis**

To determine the physical and chemical properties of the soil, 117 soil samples on March 2010, 2011 and 2012 were collected from 13 parts (9 samples in each part). Leaves (117 samples) were sampled on 2 May 2010, 2011 and 2012. Fifty to 100 of the matured leaves from the previous year’s growth were collected from the middle portion of nonbearing shoots. Sampled leaves were rinsed for 15 s in deionized water, the samples were then dried in oven at 60 °C, and ground in a stainless steel coffee mill to a particle size of less than 0.5 mm. Total concentrations of N and K in the leaves were determined using HNO₃-HClO₄ acid mixture digestion (AOAC, 1990). Soil samples were taken at 0 to 60 cm depth of the soil profile in mid-July 2011. Four 500 g soil cores were taken within a 2 m radius of each grid point, and one more was taken core right at the intersection point. These 5 samples were mixed thoroughly to provide a bulked sample and to ensure its representativeness. Soil samples were air-dried overnight and passed through a 2 mm sieve. Soil texture by the Hydrometer Bikes method, pH by the saturate of mod and pH meter, and soil organic matter using the Smith-Weldon method as described by Nelson and Sommers (1982) were determined. The Olsen method was used to determine available phosphorous concentration (P, ppm). Available K was determined using a flame photometer after extraction by ammonium acetate (Pauwels et al., 1992). Soil EC (Electrical Conductivity) was measured in the soil extract of saturated soil. Lime content was determined as the total neutralizing value (TNV) by titration with NaOH. The TNV is the percentage of the limestone capable of neutralizing an acid and is expressed as calcium carbonate equivalent (CCE).

**Statistical analysis**

Data was analyzed statistically by SAS 9.1 (SAS INSTITUTE, 1992). The means of 117 raw data in 13 parts were used for statistical analyses. The mean of measured variables in the two selected orchards were compared using student’s t-test. The correlation matrix was calculated for all variables. In order to survey the effects of soil and plant variables on fruit set and LCYS, reduce the number of independent variables, and omit variables that have little effect on the dependent variable, the stepwise regression method was used, and the best models were fitted.
Results

Results from the studied orchards showed that NDVI was highest in orchard B and lowest in orchard A (-0.1853, -0.2815, respectively) (Figure 1). The first selected orchard (B) was characterized by optimal growth and had higher productivity than in orchard (A) which had a lower growth rate and low fruit production. Results of the t-test showed a highly significant difference between the two studied orchards in terms of fruit set, CV, LCYS, N, K, silt, sand, SAR, P\textsubscript{avi}, K\textsubscript{avi}, TNV, EC, Cl, and Fe variables. There were good, significant correlations between fruit set and N, K, silt, sand, SAR, P\textsubscript{avi}, TNV, EC, Cl, and Fe variables. There were also good, significant correlations between LCYS and N, K, silt, sand, SAR, P\textsubscript{avi}, EC, Cl, and Fe variables (data not shown). A highly positive correlation between fruit set and LCYS with N (r = 0.852\textsuperscript{**} and r = 0.823\textsuperscript{**}, respectively) was observed. A highly positive correlation between fruit set and LCYS with K was also determined (r = 0.807\textsuperscript{**} and r = 0.715\textsuperscript{**}, respectively). A highly negative correlation between fruit set and LCYS with silt was revealed (r = -0.939\textsuperscript{**} and r = -0.902\textsuperscript{**}). On the other hand, between LCYS with EC, a highly significant negative correlation was determined (r = -0.879\textsuperscript{**}).

![Figure 1. The mean value of NDVI in studied olive orchards](image)

In the first stepwise regression model, fruit set was the dependent variable, and other plant and soil variables were considered independent variables. In the second stepwise regression model, LCYS was the dependent variable, and other plant and soil variables...
were considered independent variables. The fitted coefficient of the first model indicates that 94.6% of the fruit set variations are explained by the amount of N, silt, and K (Table 1). The fitted coefficient of the second model indicates that 88% of the LCYS variations are explained by the amounts of N, EC, and K (Table 2).

Table 1. Stepwise regression for fruit set as dependent variable and soil and plant variables as independent variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>N (%)</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>63.58***</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>Y = -2.02 + 2.243 (N) - 0.229 (Silt) + 4.557 (K) ***: p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Silt (%)</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>169***</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>K (%)</td>
<td>1.098</td>
<td>17.22***</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fruit set was highly dependent on the concentration of N and K in the leaves. Following the trends seen for flowering and fruit set, the final fruit set was also a function of N and K concentration. Fruit number as a function of leaf N and K concentration was well defined (Figure 2). The simple linear regression obtained between the fruit set and N measured at the two orchards was highly significant (Figure 2). Similarly, the simple linear regression obtained between the fruit set and K measured at the two orchards was significantly different than zero (Figure 2) as were those between LCYS and N, (Figure 3), LCYS and K (Figure 3), and the fruit set and silt (Figure 3). The obtained negative value of the simple linear regression obtained between the fruit set and silt indicates that an inverse relationship exists between these two variables. Moreover, the simple linear regression obtained between LCYS and EC measured at the two orchards was significantly different than zero (Figure 3). Its negative value indicates that there is an inverse relationship between LCYS and EC.
Discussion

Remote sensing clearly separated the orchards based on NDVI according to the criteria of overall olive tree canopy greenness (Ahadnejad Reveshty, 2005).

The lower fruit set levels found in low concentrations of N and K leaves were probably due to inadequate total quantities of nutrients available to the flowers as they developed into fruit (Rapoport and Rallo, 1991a, 1991b). Regression analysis of the relationships...
between the nutrient concentrations in leaves and the productivity variables were statistically significant.

In the present study, fruit set was increased by increasing the concentrations of N and K. This finding indicates that both N and K must therefore play a fundamental role in processes affecting tree productivity. Nitrogen deficiency in leaves is well established as a factor limiting fruit set in olive trees (Cimato et al., 1990; Freeman et al., 2005; Therios, 2006). Furthermore, correction of insufficient N has been found to reduce fruit abscission throughout all developmental stages (Cimato et al., 1990; Inglese et al., 2002). Nitrogen is essential for protein biosynthesis, and the fact that developing inflorescences have been shown to be strong sinks for N and water-soluble proteins that its availability is important for flowering (Bouranis et al., 1999). Furthermore, it has been suggested that polyamine plays an important regulatory role in olive flower induction (Prista and Voyiatzis, 2004). Correlations between high yields and high levels of leaf K in olive trees have been well documented (Freeman et al., 2005). Potassium, more than any other macroelement, is understood to have a positive effect on flowering (Fabbri and Benelli, 2000), as it promotes the formation of amino acids that stimulate the formation of IAA oxidase which, in turn, stimulates flower induction (Gonzalez-Garcia et al., 1972). Potassium might also promote the production of pyruvate kinase (Mazuelos et al., 1983) and thereby influence the level of a number of amino acids involved in flowering induction.

Galvez et al. (2004) reported that as the percentages of silt and clay increase in the soil, the growth of the olive tree (shoot growth, canopy volume, and diameter) is reduced. They found a negative and significant correlation ($r = -0.797^{**}$) between the percentages of silt and clay in the soil and olive shoot growth.

Melgar et al. (2009) indicated that soil salinity did not cause changes in any of the growth variables measured, including shoot length, whereas Aragues et al. (2005) found significant decreases in trunk diameter growth with increases in soil salinity. Remote sensing technology clearly distinguished orchards with the highest amount of greenness from those with the lowest amount of greenness. The results of this study clearly demonstrate that fruit set was affected by N and K. Increasing N and K concentrations results in an increased fruit set. In addition to the results of this study regarding the important roles of N and K in fruit set, information concerning long-term tree growth as a function of nutrient status is needed for a more complete understanding of olive tree nutrition and proper horticultural management. Based on the current results, the main reasons for differences in fruit set and olive tree vegetative growth in orchards with low yield were deficiencies in concentrations of N and K as well as soil salinity and a high percentage of silt.
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